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Democracy in America 2022 
Current challenges to US democracy 

and first lessons for Europe 

SUMMARY 
Ever since Alexis de Tocqueville's exploration of democracy in America during his travels in 
1831-1832, Europe has followed the evolution of US democratic trends. Today, almost 200 years 
later, challenges to democracy in the USA offer important lessons for democracies across the world, 
including in Europe.  

The 2022 mid-term elections are widely seen as an inflection point at a time when the pressure on 
democracy worldwide is under mounting pressure. Simultaneously, geostrategic and systemic 
tension between democracy and authoritarianism has been further exacerbated by Russia's 
unprovoked war on Ukraine's territory, identity and young democracy. 

Challenges to democracy in America – which are expected to increase ahead of the November 2024 
presidential election, the same year as the next European Parliament elections will be held – are 
interlinked with the ongoing pressure on the global information sphere.  

At the same time, developments in recent years have confirmed that the lines between domestic 
and foreign attempts to undermine democracy – including, but not exclusively through information 
manipulation – are increasingly blurred, and connections between foreign interference and 
domestic terrorism are under growing scrutiny. 

Ahead of the second Summit for Democracy, any real or perceived weaknesses in democratic 
systems, as well as any real or perceived transatlantic rifts risk benefiting authoritarian state actors. 
Potential repercussions of the challenges to US democracy will inevitably affect Europe and the rest 
of the world directly at a time of polycrisis. 
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Democracy in America 2.0: Evolving or devolving? 
With his September 1796 farewell address, George Washington marked the first peaceful transfer of 
power in American history. American democracy has continued to evolve despite periodic setbacks 
and crises. Europeans have drawn comparisons with American democracy since French political 
scientist Alexis de Tocqueville analysed democracy in America during his 1831-1832 travels, and first 
published these observations in 1835.1 Concern about the state and the future of American 
democracy has been mounting in recent years. Warnings about the potential effect of the victory of 
Donald Trump in the 2016 presidential election met reassurances that the US system of 'checks and 
balances' would successfully contain any potential attempts to undermine democracy. Some, 
however, have argued that Trump deliberately aimed to destroy this system of checks and balances. 
There is wide consensus that the rise of Donald Trump is a symptom of underlying, deeply rooted 
societal friction, distrust in institutions2 and political polarisation that has been ongoing for decades. 
However, divisions have arguably deepened and tension has risen in recent years, exemplified and 
further exacerbated in the aftermath of the 2020 presidential election and Donald Trump's refusal 
to concede his loss to Joe Biden, and the subsequent political violence that erupted on 
6 January 2021. On 2 November 2022, President Biden, citing worrying developments in the run-up 
to the mid-term elections, warned that 'We can't take democracy for granted any longer'. 

Growing pressure on democracy in and beyond the US 
A number of international democracy ratings have diagnosed the recent erosion of democracy 
across the world, including in the US, which is traditionally perceived as a global beacon of 
democracy. The 2022 report of Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) warned that US democracy is 'only 
a fraction away from losing this status [as liberal democracy] after 'substantial autocratization', with 
hate speech and conspiracy theories intensifying negative feelings, prejudice, and violence since 
even before the 2016 election. In 2021, the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral 
Assistance (IDEA) categorised the US as a 'backsliding' democracy, citing 'visible deterioration' since 
2019, and pointing to Trump's questioning of the legitimacy of the 2020 election results in the 
United States as a turning point. The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) – despite ranking the US high 
on indices such as political participation, as reflected in a record turnout of 66 % in the 2020 
presidential election – has categorised the US as a 'flawed democracy' since 2016, with eroding 
social cohesion and weakened consensus about fundamental issues such as election outcomes and 
health issues (such as COVID-19 vaccines). In its 2022 Freedom in the World Report, Freedom House 

Figure 1 – Countries that are autocratising 2011-2021 

 
Source: V-Dem Institute, Democracy Report 2022 
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assessed that US democratic institutions have eroded in recent years, mirrored in increasing political 
polarisation, growing extremism and rising partisan pressure on the electoral process.  

'Truth decay' and democracy decay: A vicious circle 
The unfolding effects of truth decay ... 
Ahead of the mid-terms, experts diagnose an increasingly unstable democracy that finds itself at a 
dangerous inflection point. As mentioned above, Donald Trump's false narrative about a 'stolen 
election' – widely known as the 'big lie' – has snowballed since 2020, contributing to a set of 
interlinked challenges to democracy. Trump planted the suspicion of voter fraud long beforehand. 
In the 2016 election against Hillary Clinton − perhaps anticipating (as did most pollsters) that he 
would lose – he claimed that the 'election is going to be rigged', warning that 'the only way we can 
lose ... is if cheating goes on'. The wide-reaching repercussions of the 'big lie' appear to confirm early 
warnings about the profound corrosive effects of 'post truth' for society, as well as for individual, 
collective, institutional and multilateral decision making.3  

Experts have long sounded the alarm about the broader potential consequences of 'truth decay', 
including erosion of political discourse, political paralysis, alienation and disengagement, as well as 
uncertainty. All these factors can arguably contribute to a systemic or strategic vicious circle of 
democracy erosion and democratic instability.4 Whereas the focus on foreign interference in 
Western-style democracies has increased in recent years, it has become evident that the lines 
between foreign and domestic interference, including information manipulation, are blurred, and 
that anti-democratic actors increasingly cooperate across borders. At the same time, a number of 
the current challenges to US democracy are interlinked with visible weaknesses in the information 
sphere, the dynamics of which directly impact Europe and the rest of the world.  

... take shape in a 'complex' threat environment  
While the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Cyber Security and Infrastructure Security 
Agency (CISA) have reassured voters that US voting systems are secure ahead the mid-term 
elections – as they were in the 2020 elections – there is concern that US adversaries such as China, 
Russia and Iran will seek to undermine public trust about the integrity of the US election system. In 
October, a senior FBI official told US media that 'malicious cyber actors could seek to spread or 
amplify false or exaggerated claims of compromise to election infrastructure', taking advantage of 
'election integrity narratives that come up in the U.S. ecosystem'. This was echoed by CISA Director 
Jen Easterly, who diagnosed a 'complex' threat 
environment – with a mix of cyber threats, insider threats, 
rampant disinformation, threats of harassment, intimidation 
and violence – warning that disinformation 'can be used to 
sow discord that can undermine confidence in election 
integrity, and that can be used to incite violence against 
election officials, polling places and voters'.  

Deepening divisions 
Political scientists have observed and warned against 
growing rifts between liberals and conservatives for decades. 
Former US President Donald Trump, whose rhetoric appears 
to have a polarising effect, has contributed to further fuelling 
divisions, including over race relations, climate change, 
measures to mitigate the COVID-19 pandemic, and election 
security, as well as the false claims that the 2020 election was 
'stolen' by President Joe Biden. According to an opinion poll 
published by Monmouth University on 27 September 2022, 

Figure 2 - Is American democracy 
under threat? 

 
Source: Monmouth University, 2022 

Yes Not under threat N/A
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29 % of all voters, and 61 % of Republicans, believe that Joe Biden's victory was a result of voter 
fraud. Ahead of the mid-term elections, American voters are increasingly divided along party lines 
on almost every issue, including inflation, race, gender, abortion rights, and threats to democracy. 

Another opinion poll, published by the New York Times and Siena College on 17 October 2022, 
showed that 7 in 10 Americans across party lines believe US democracy is under threat, but only 7 % 
said it was the most important problem facing the country. According to a Pew Research Center poll 
published on 20 October, 70 % said the future of democracy in the country is very important. 
However, the definition of the perceived threats also appear to be divided along party lines: 
According to a 23 October NBC News poll, some 80 % of both Democrats and Republicans perceive 
the other side as a threat that will destroy America if it is not stopped. Democrats and Republicans 
differ on the definition of threats to democracy: Democratic respondents to another NBC poll 
published on 20 September voiced concern over voter suppression, Republicans, election fraud, 
Trumpism, gerrymandering5 (defined as 'the practice of drawing the boundaries of electoral districts 
in a way that gives one political party an unfair advantage over its rivals'), government control and 
extremists. Republicans, on the other side, said they worried about government control, censorship, 
Democrats, President Joe Biden, political corruption, overlooking the Constitution, and an 
unsecured border. Both sides fear the role of their opponents after the mid-terms: 3 in 4 Democrats 
and Republicans are worried that the other party could control both Congress chambers.  

Segregated realities: Belief in conspiracy theories 
The pandemic contributed to a surge in conspiracy theories, including about COVID-19 and 
vaccines, often functioning as gateways to other conspiracy theories. The perhaps most prominent 
umbrella narrative, QAnon (which emerged in 2017 and has been exported to the rest of the world, 
including to Europe) alleged that a 'deep-state' network, run by global elites, business leaders and 
celebrities who worship the devil and engage in paedophilia, was trying to undermine then 
President Trump. In line with the partisan polarisation of the debate about the handling of the 
continued surge in COVID-19 cases, including the issue of face masks and vaccine uptake, belief in 
some conspiracy theories also appears to be split along similar party lines. A 2020 Pew survey 
indicated a split on QAnon, much along party lines: 41 % of Republicans and Republican-leaning 
respondents saw it as a 'somewhat or very good' thing for the country, 48 % of Republicans and 
Republican-leaners still perceived it as 'somewhat or very bad'. Only 6 % of Democratic-leaning 
respondents thought it was 'good', while 90 % saw it as 'somewhat or very bad'. A February 2022 
survey found that almost 1 in 5 Americans (and 1 in 4 Republicans) still believe in QAnon conspiracy 
theories. 

Some argue that in addition to mirroring frustration over the slow growth of living standards for the 
American working class and middle class, threats to democracy also reflect deep-rooted anxiety 
about the effects of cultural transition in a country that is increasingly racially and religiously diverse, 
and where attitudes about gender, language and history are changing.6 This, in combination with 
highly partisan media diets (as mentioned below), contributes to diverging perceptions of reality 
along party lines. Freedom House, in its 2022 report on Authoritarian Expansion and the Power of 
Democratic Resilience, warned that extensive political polarisation creates a fertile environment for 
disinformation campaigns that exploit social cleavages. Growing polarisation could, the report 
warns, spur violent extremism, with social media accelerating radicalisation.  

Refusing to lose: 'Stop the steal' as a rallying cry 
January 2020 insurrection and aftermath 
Whereas the initial responses to the violence of 6 January 2020 were characterised by shock and 
condemnation on both sides of the aisle, partisan divides quickly emerged. After Senate Republicans 
in May 2021 blocked a bill to create an independent ten-member commission evenly divided 
between the parties (modelled after the 9/11 Commission), the House adopted a bill in June 2021 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/10/17/upshot/times-siena-poll-likely-voters-crosstabs.html
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2022/10/20/midterm-voting-intentions-are-divided-economic-gloom-persists/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/10/23/nbc-news-poll-finds-sky-high-interest-and-polarization-ahead-of-midterms.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/meetthepressblog/parties-split-defining-threats-democracy-rcna48466
https://www.britannica.com/topic/gerrymandering
https://www.ipsos.com/en-us/news-polls/americans-worried-midterms-could-bring-divided-government-gridlock
https://news.osu.edu/considering-covid-a-hoax-is-gateway-to-belief-in-conspiracy-theories/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/652083/EPRS_BRI(2020)652083_EN.pdf
https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounder/qanon
https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/The-Genesis-of-a-Conspiracy-Theory.pdf
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/03/30/qanons-conspiracy-theories-have-seeped-into-u-s-politics-but-most-dont-know-what-it-is/
https://www.prri.org/press-release/new-prri-report-reveals-nearly-one-in-five-americans-and-one-in-four-republicans-still-believe-in-qanon-conspiracy-theories/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/17/us/american-democracy-threats.html?action=click&pgtype=Article&state=default&module=styln-democracy-challenged&variant=show&region=BELOW_MAIN_CONTENT&block=storyline_flex_guide_recirc
https://freedomhouse.org/article/best-antidote-beijings-authoritarian-influence-campaign-democracy-itself
https://freedomhouse.org/article/best-antidote-beijings-authoritarian-influence-campaign-democracy-itself
https://www.speaker.gov/newsroom/63021-3
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to establish a Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol 
(H. Res. 503). Only two Republican Representatives – Liz Cheney (Wyoming) and Adam Kinzinger 
(Illinois) – sit on the committee, along with seven Democrats. Having conducted over 
1 000 interviews, received millions of pages of relevant documents and having held nine public 
hearings since June 2021, the January 6th committee has presented overwhelming evidence that 
Trump was at the centre of a concerted, multipronged effort, dating back to before election day, to 
overturn the 2020 presidential election (including plans to create false slates of electors in seven 
swing states that were won by Joe Biden, to be used by Vice President Mike Pence to subvert the 
certification of the results on 6 January). On 13 October 2022, the committee voted to subpoena the 
former president. On 30 October, the committee obtained eight emails from late 2020 that a judge 
said showed that Donald Trump and his lawyers planned to defraud courts and obstruct the 
congressional vote on the presidency. At the time of writing, discussions between the January 6th 
committee and Trump's lawyers about a testimony under oath were still ongoing. Trump's former 
chief strategist Steve Bannon was sentenced to four months in prison on 21 October 2022, for failing 
to comply with a subpoena from the January 6th committee on 23 September 2021 to testify about 
his involvement in the efforts to overturn the 2020 election. In July 2022, Bannon was found guilty 
of contempt of Congress on two counts; refusing to sit for a deposition and refusing to provide 
documents. The committee is set to publish its final report by the end of 2022.  

'Election denial' and domestic election interference 
From theory to practice: Delegitimising elections 
Trump remains highly influential within the Republican Party, and by implication, a majority of 
Republican candidates echo Trump's false claims about alleged election fraud in order to secure his 
endorsement. More than half of the Republican nominees running for the House, Senate and key 
posts at the state level have denied or questioned the result of the 2020 presidential election, 
according to a 12 October Washington Post report. Of 569 candidates, 291 had either 'challenged or 
refused to accept' Biden's victory. Trump himself, speaking at a rally in Michigan in early October, 
said 'I don't believe we'll ever have a fair election again'. The Washington Post reported in September 
that Democrats, in a controversial move, have invested almost US$19 million in primary elections in 
eight states in 2022, in support for election-denying Republican candidates to boost rivals that they 
believe would be easier to defeat in the mid-terms. Such tactics (involving ads to erode support for 
Republican candidates perceived as more difficult to defeat in the midterms) spark internal 
Democratic criticism that it could backfire by helping the most extreme Republican candidate win. 

Whereas many election officials and volunteers who have been facing threats and harassment are 
considering the personal costs, with some resigning, 'Stop the Steal'-supporters have organised 
training for thousands of new partisan election watchers, sparking concern that they could disrupt 
the counting process or spread false claims about it. Moreover, a number of election deniers are 
running for the post of secretary of state (endorsed by Trump) in swing states such as Arizona, 
Michigan and Nevada. If elected, they could play a critical role in the 2024 presidential election, in 
which Trump could run for president, as they would be responsible for running elections and 
counting votes, thus directly affecting the Electoral College.  

Experts on authoritarianism compare the dynamics of election denial to authoritarian movements 
in other countries, including Russia and Turkey, warning that the 2022 election may pave the way 
for broader efforts to undermine democracy. Some anticipate that the 2022 elections may result in 
a 'serious set of challenges before the new Congress is seated', further intensifying in the context of 
the 2024 elections. Ruth Ben-Ghiat, Professor at New York University and the author of 'Strongmen: 
Mussolini to the Present', has argued that election denial is a practice rather than a belief, and that 
the action that Trump and his proponents encourage goes beyond the 2020 election. She warns 
that 'they aim to delegitimize elections in the absolute' and ultimately 'associate voting with 
corruption to the point where the idea of relying on elections as a way to choose leaders is 

https://www.govinfo.gov/app/details/BILLS-117hres503ih
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/13/us/politics/jan-6-hearings-recap.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/13/us/politics/jan-6-hearings-recap.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/27/us/politics/fake-electors-explained-trump-jan-6.html
https://www.reuters.com/legal/judge-says-trump-knowingly-pressed-inaccurate-voter-fraud-claims-court-2022-10-19/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/11/01/politics/january-6-committee-trump-attorney/index.html
https://www.justice.gov/usao-dc/pr/stephen-k-bannon-sentenced-four-months-prison-two-counts-contempt-congress
https://www.justice.gov/usao-dc/pr/stephen-k-bannon-found-guilty-jury-two-counts-contempt-congress
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2022/10/06/elections-deniers-midterm-elections-2022/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/09/12/democrats-interfere-republican-primaries/
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/facing-harassment-and-death-threats-some-election-workers-weigh-whether-to-stay
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/stop-steal-supporters-train-thousands-us-poll-observers-2022-10-13/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/11/01/election-denier-threats-explainer/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/10/12/2022-midterms-corporate-leaders-fund-election-deniers-in-secretary-of-state-races.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/10/24/election-deniers-secretary-of-state-00062383
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2022/10/06/elections-deniers-midterm-elections-2022/
https://lucid.substack.com/p/election-denial-does-not-capture
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compromised in the public mind. The debasement of elections encourages acceptance of other 
ways to approach transfers of power – say, a violent coup attempt.'  

Twitter under Musk: 'Freed' or unhinged?  
Algorithmic risks to democracy – In and beyond the US 

The role of social media and their attention-based business models has long caused concern over the 
effect on the public space for debate. Experts have warned that the social media algorithms can reinforce 
human biases to steer people's behaviour – including political decisions – in certain directions. The 2021 
Facebook leak reconfirmed that negative emotions are most efficient at generating engagement on social 
media. In addition to facilitating a distorted picture of predominant opinion, social media algorithms that 
benefit these companies financially tend to push users towards extremes, with potentially severe 
implications for the democratic debate. At the same time, the tech industry plays a central role in 
geopolitics and, by implication, in the heightened geosystemic rivalry between democracy and 
authoritarianism. 

Elon Musk's long-awaited acquisition of Twitter for US$44 million – after which he declared that 'the bird 
is freed' – has sparked questions about the future direction of the company. Musk has now made himself 
the public face of Twitter's content moderation approach; an issue that has been hotly debated in recent 
years, including in the wake of 6 January 2020, and Twitter's decision to permanently suspend Trump's 
account, citing violation of Twitter's Glorification of Violence Policy and 'the risk of further incitement of 
violence'. With over 100 million followers, Musk's voice on Twitter was loud even before he acquired the 
company. Immediately after Musk had finalised the take-over, he fired key executives, including 
Vijaya Gadde, whose decision to suspend Trump resonated with many liberals who agreed with the 
arguments about the importance of maintaining civil discourse. On the other side, the move angered 
some conservatives, sparked renewed accusations of Twitter's liberal bias and triggered a 'migration 
wave' of pro-Trump users to alternate platforms such as Parler, Gab, Gettr and Telegram, with some later 
joining Trump's new 'Truth Social' (which reportedly has removed or limited content about the House 
investigation of the 6 January attack on the Capitol, as well as pro-abortion rights content).  

Balancing business interests and democratic values?  

Musk has announced that he intends to set up a 'content moderation council' to define speech 
boundaries and protections, as well as help decide whether deplatformed users (including Trump) should 
be allowed back. While he has told advertisers that he aims to maintain a 'digital town square' where all 
viewpoints can thrive, rather than let Twitter become a 'free-for-all hellscape', his own tweets sometimes 
appear to amplify false information. For example, he retweeted a conspiracy theory – published by an 
outlet known for spreading made-up stories – about the violent attack on Paul Pelosi, contributing (along 
with Trump and Fox News anchor Tucker Carlson) to its credibility and virality in the right-wing 
information ecosystem, before he deleted it. This conduct is in line with Musk's history of spreading false 
information, including during the COVID-19 pandemic, where he sowed doubt about the number of US 
cases and threatened legal action against local authorities over their reluctance to reopen his factory. 
Musk has also called on Ukraine to give up territory, prompting suspicion that he had involuntarily been 
used by Putin to transmit pro-Russian messages, and suggested that Taipei should concede more control 
of Taiwan to China. Despite claiming to be a 'free speech absolutist', Musk has strong business links with 
authoritarian actors such as Russia, China and Saudi Arabia. This, combined with sometimes erratic 
remarks, further fuels concern over the balance between Musk's economic interests and democratic 
values.  

Twitter popularity in the US: divided along party lines 

Some 23 % of Americans say they use Twitter, according to Pew Research Center (May 2022). In 
comparison, 81 % of US adults use YouTube, 69 % use Facebook and 40 % use Instagram. Democrats are 
more likely than Republicans to use Twitter. Unsurprisingly, Democrats and Republicans differ on whether 
or not Twitter is good for democracy: while 47 % of Twitter users who are Democrats or who lean 
Democratic think Twitter is mostly good for American democracy, only 17 % of Republicans and 
Republican-leaners agree. 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2021/679076/EPRS_BRI(2021)679076_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20211028STO16120/facebook-whistleblower-testifies-in-european-parliament
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2022/729374/EPRS_STU(2022)729374_EN.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/26/technology/elon-musk-geopolitics-china-ukraine.html
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1585841080431321088
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1585841080431321088
https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2020/suspension
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/10/28/i-think-its-an-earthquake-the-political-world-reckons-with-a-musk-owned-twitter-00064056
https://www.businessinsider.com/truth-social-is-shadow-banning-posts-despite-promise-of-free-speech-2022-8
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1585619322239561728
https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2022-10-31/santa-monica-observer-elon-musk-paul-pelosi
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/11/05/us/politics/pelosi-attack-misinfo-republican-politicians.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/11/05/us/politics/pelosi-attack-misinfo-republican-politicians.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://www.sfchronicle.com/tech/article/Sunday-wasn-t-the-first-time-Elon-Musk-spread-17548035.php
https://www.forbes.com/sites/joewalsh/2021/03/13/elon-musks-false-covid-predictions-a-timeline/?sh=cdf3a065b6d2
https://www.npr.org/2022/10/04/1126714896/elon-musk-ukraine-peace-plan-zelenskyy
https://www.cnn.com/2022/10/10/media/elon-musk-china-taiwan-intl-hnk
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2022/10/elon-musk-free-speech-absolutist-is-silent-about-his-saudi-partners/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2022/05/05/10-facts-about-americans-and-twitter/
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According to the Public Broadcasting Service, PBS, a record number of over 100 lawsuits  have been 
filed so far in the context of the mid-term elections, predominantly by Republicans regarding mail-
in voting, early voting, voter access, voting machines, voting registration, the counting of absentee 
ballots, as well as access for partisan poll watchers. Lawsuits concerning elections are expected to 
increase: the Republican National Committee has established an 'election integrity' team and hired 
37 lawyers in key states, organised over 5 000 training sessions for volunteers to look for voter fraud, 
and filed lawsuits in 20 states. Other legal teams, including 'America First Legal', which is led by a 
former Trump adviser, are also preparing to challenge results. Democrats, on the other side, target 
suppression and focus legal efforts on making voting easier, so far filing 35 lawsuits, including in 
Arizona, to stop intimidation over use of drop boxes in Arizona. 

From words to deeds: Political violence and domestic terrorism 
Political violence in the US, including on 6 January 2021, is perhaps the most visible offline effect of 
online conspiracy theories and manipulative information. Threats against and attacks on members 
of Congress have risen significantly in recent years. According to the United States Capitol Police 
(USCP), as reported by Reuters, cases related to 'statements and threats' increased from 3 939 in 
2017 to 9 625 in 2021. According to the Brennan Center for Justice, threats, politicisation, and 
violence around the election process has grown since 2020. Some experts are voicing concern about 
the prospects that the growing political violence could escalate, with civil war scholar 
Barbara Walters warning that the US is closer to a decentralised civil war, 'fought by small groups 
and individuals using terrorism and guerrilla warfare' than 'most people realize'. 

Two years after the 2020 elections and the 'Stop the steal' campaign, the narrative about a stolen 
election continues to spread, including on 'alternative' platforms such as Gab, Gettr or Telegram. In 
addition, the film 2000 Mules, which echoes long debunked claims that people were paid to fill ballot 
boxes with fake pro-Biden votes to steal the election from Donald Trump, has been screened at 
Trump's Florida residence Mar-A-Largo, in cinemas across the country, as well as at the Republican 
Party of Texas annual convention. The repercussions of the 'big lie' are playing out in real life, with 
attacks on election workers and intimidation of voters on the rise. An August 2022 Majority Staff 
Report, published by the House Committee on Oversight and Reform, assessed that 'Lies about our 
elections, whether intentional falsehoods or pervasive misunderstandings, endanger both the 
democratic system and the people who administer our elections.' A Reuters/Ipsos poll published on 
26 October 2022 showed that 2 in 5 US voters are worried about threats of violence or voter 
intimidation at polling stations during the mid-term elections.  

The Department of Justice issued a statement on 31 October 2022, warning against voter 
intimidation following reports from Arizona, where people carrying arms and wearing ballistic vests 
(some allegedly associated with the far-right anti-government group Oath Keepers) were 
monitoring ballot boxes, taking photos and videos of and following voters. The Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), in charge of managing and reducing risk to cyber- and 
physical infrastructure, has debunked the false claim that drop boxes used by election officials to 
collect returned mail-in/absentee ballots can be easily tampered with, stolen, or destroyed. 

The 28 October attack on Speaker Nancy Pelosi's husband Paul Pelosi, in which she was the intended 
target, is the most recent example of a person whose consumption of conspiracy theories has 
erupted in violence. Other examples of online conspiracy theories resulting in offline violence (aside 
from the 6 January storming of the US Capitol), include pizza-gate, a myth that first circulated during 
and after the 2016 US elections, including reports that Hillary Clinton was linked to a child sex ring 
in a pizza restaurant, leading a man to drive from North Carolina to Washington, where he fired an 
AR-15 rifle in the restaurant during a confrontation with employees. This particular conspiracy 
theory continues to circulate, revamped and revived by young audiences on TikTok and by 
conspiracy theory QAnon believers on Facebook. Related to the January 6th investigations, 
following the FBI search of former President Trump's residence at Mar-a-Lago in August 2022, an 
armed man tried to enter an FBI office in Cincinnati, posting about the attempt on Trump's 'Truth 

https://www.pbs.org/about/about-pbs/mission-values/
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/election-day-is-days-away-but-in-courtrooms-across-the-country-legal-challenges-already-begin
https://theconversation.com/qanon-and-the-storm-of-the-u-s-capitol-the-offline-effect-of-online-conspiracy-theories-152815
https://theconversation.com/qanon-and-the-storm-of-the-u-s-capitol-the-offline-effect-of-online-conspiracy-theories-152815
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/threats-attacks-members-congress-2022-10-28/
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/voter-intimidation-and-election-worker-intimidation-resource-guide
https://warontherocks.com/2022/01/warnings-of-civil-war-risk-harming-efforts-against-political-violence/
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/22814025/democracy-trump-january-6-capitol-riot-election-violence
https://www.politico.eu/newsletter/digital-bridge/stop-the-steal-2-0-itus-standards-guru-china-and-chips/
https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-usa-mules/fact-check-does-2000-mules-provide-evidence-of-voter-fraud-in-the-2020-u-s-presidential-election-idUSL2N2XJ0OQ
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/29/us/politics/2000-mules-trump-conspiracy-theory.html
https://www.texastribune.org/2022/10/07/texas-ken-paxton-2000-mules-sid-miller/
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2022-08-11%20Election%20Disinformation%20Report%20.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/exclusive-two-five-us-voters-worry-about-intimidation-polls-reutersipsos-2022-10-26/
https://www.csis.org/blogs/examining-extremism/examining-extremism-oath-keepers
https://www.cisa.gov/rumorcontrol
https://www.bbc.com/news/63477452
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-40372407
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/27/technology/pizzagate-justin-bieber-qanon-tiktok.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2022/08/11/fbi-building-breach-armed/
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Social' platform. The man was later shot in a confrontation with the police.7 Other recent examples 
of politically motivated violence includes the June 2022 case of an armed man travelling from 
California to Washington DC to 'kill a specific United States Supreme Court justice'. Senate 
Republicans blamed the attack on Democratic rhetoric. 

According to a poll conducted after the attack on Paul Pelosi and published by Politico on 
7 November 2022, 80 % of respondents, regardless of gender, age, race and political convictions, 
expressed concern about political violence in the US. Some 85 % of Democrats said they were 
concerned about political violence, with 76 % of Republicans and independents, respectively, 
saying the same.  

Segregated online and offline realities  
Illustrating the fertile ground that welcomed Trump's false claims about the 2020 election being 
'stolen' from him and the difficulties in debunking the persistent narrative, recent research confirms 
that Republican and Democratic candidates are acting in separate 'information bubbles', rarely 
communicating beyond their respective likeminded circles. A 2021 Harvard study found that the 
same is true in the offline world: Democrats and Republicans 'live in levels of partisan segregation 
that exceed what scholars of racial segregation consider highly segregated'. The Alliance for 
Securing Democracy (ASD) at the German Marshall Fund US and the Brennan Center for Justice have 
been monitoring the 20 most-retweeted Twitter accounts connected to local or national media, 
journalists, or commentators and the 20 most linked-to domains most often shared by monitored 
candidates. The analysis found that Republican and Democratic candidates are working in 'separate 
information bubbles', with only one Twitter account linked to a national media outlet (The Hill) 
among the 20 most-retweeted media accounts by the monitored candidates. 

In addition to these partisan Twitterspheres, researchers have found that TV consumers in the US 
(where cable news still plays a significant role) also appear to be increasingly 'segregated' between 
left and right silos. Whereas centrist news audiences are leaving cable in significant numbers, the 
remaining left- or right-leaning viewers who stay on cable TV trend toward MSNBC and Fox News 
respectively. The research found that Americans who mainly view MSNBC rarely consume other 
news (besides CNN), while those who mainly consume Fox News rarely view news from other 
channels. The decreasing TV news audiences are thus becoming more partisan. These segregated 
realities are also resulting in increasingly partisan language usage where terms related to democracy 
can take on 'alternative' meanings according to which group is using them. The perhaps most 
prominent example is 'fake news', which Trump used to denounce information and news media that 
he disliked. Another example is the word 'democracy' itself, where some Republicans argue that the 
US is a republic, not a democracy. Similarly, some assert that 'election security', in the current 
climate, can be seen as code  for 'if we lose, the election was rigged'.  

Trust issues: Politicisation of the Supreme Court 
Amid a general decrease in Americans' confidence in major US institutions in 2022, the 24 June 2022 
US Supreme Court (SCOTUS) decision to overturn Roe v Wade (the 1973 decision establishing 
women's constitutional right to abortion), rekindled the debate on the political balance in SCOTUS, 
with a negative effect on public trust in the institution. In recent years, criticism of SCOTUS, 
exacerbated by former President Donald Trump's decision to appoint three distinctly conservative 
justices, has continued to mount. The polarising effect was reflected in a September 2022 Gallup 
survey, where 47 % percent of US adults said they had 'a great deal' or 'a fair amount' of trust in the 
judicial branch of the federal government headed by the Supreme Court (See Figure 3). This is 
20 percentage points lower than in 2020, the lowest level in Gallup's trend by 6 points and the worst 
in the 50 years of the polling.  

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-61735321
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/11/07/voters-blame-democrats-poor-economy-inflation-00065325?nname=playbook-pm&nid=0000015a-dd3e-d536-a37b-dd7fd8af0000&nrid=a738d654-058e-4aaa-b615-14b9bb117055&nlid=964328
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2021/03/democrats-and-republicans-live-in-partisan-bubbles-study-finds/
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/midterm-monitor-analysis-information-silos-and-election-denial
https://twitter.com/thehill?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://arstechnica.com/science/2022/08/its-not-just-social-media-cable-news-has-bigger-effect-on-polarization/?comments=1
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/analysis-opinion/free-press-arent-enemies-people
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/15/magazine/arizona-republicans-democracy.html
https://www.ft.com/content/b6bd1a2b-88fb-441a-b088-9fffca9450d7
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394283/confidence-institutions-down-average-new-low.aspx
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/19-1392_6j37.pdf
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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Views on the SCOTUS were sharply divided 
along party lines: only 28 % of Democrats and 
Democratic-leaning independents viewed the 
court favourably, 18 percentage points less 
than in January and almost 40 points less than 
in 2020. On the other side, 73 % of 
Republicans and Republican-leaners saw the 
court favourably, up from 65 % in January. A 
record number of 42 % perceived the court as 
too conservative, 38 % said it was about right, 
and 18 % deemed it too liberal. Another 
September 2022 survey, conducted and 
published by the Pew Research Center, 
confirmed that Americans' views of the 
Supreme Court have sunk to a new low. In 
addition, it found that views on the SCOTUS 
had reached a record degree of political 
polarisation: While 70 % of Republicans or 
Republican-leaners said the court had the 
right amount of power, 64 % of Democrats 
said it had too much power, almost three times the share who expressed this view in August 2020 
(23 %). Some argue that the gap between a right-leaning SCOTUS and the public, with 57 % of US 
adults disapproving of the decision to overturn Roe v Wade (including 43 % who 'strongly 
disapprove'), signifies a growing disconnect between voters and institutions. Low trust in 
government institutions arguably weakens the authority of government institutions, creating a 
vacuum that can be filled by other actors. Dis- and misinformation can further fuel this vicious circle. 

Closing the circle of anti-democracy campaigns  
Foreign authoritarian information manipulation 
According to the FBI, Russia is not creating its own content about the mid-term elections, but rather 
amplifying divisive topics already spreading among Americans online, including doubts about the 
integrity of American elections. The network analysis firm Graphika identified pro-Kremlin 
campaigns targeting far-right voters on Gab, Parler, Gettr and other smaller 'alt-tech' platforms that 
are gaining some traction on the right. The campaigns included efforts to erode support for 
Democratic candidates in Pennsylvania, Georgia, New York, and Ohio. Moreover, the networks 
spread divisive narratives about vaccines, gun control, racial injustice, and allegations of child sexual 
abuse. Similar to the larger-scale campaigns by the Russian Internet Research Agency (IRA) in 2016, 
they aim to stoke anger among conservative voters and undermine trust in the elections. Graphika, 
who said the campaigns had gained limited traction, found network assets promoting entities 
linked with Yevgeny Prigozhin, who leads the IRA. On 7 November 2022, Prigozhin openly said he 
had interfered in US elections in 2016, was doing so in 2022, and would continue in the future. 

In early October 2022, the Election Integrity Partnership (EIP) – a coalition of research entities 
working to detect and mitigate attempts to prevent or deter people from voting or to delegitimise 
election results – identified and exposed a series of tweets by a journalist working for Russian-state 
media, repeating and amplifying debunked claims that US voting machines are vulnerable to 
hacking and other types of manipulation. In addition to English, the narrative was translated into 
and spread in Japanese, Italian and Spanish. An unclassified September 2022 intelligence advisory 
warned that China may seek to influence select races to 'hinder candidates perceived to be 
particularly adversarial to Beijing'. The document notes Beijing deems meddling in the mid-terms a 
lower risk than meddling in a presidential election. The FBI confirmed that Chinese actors are 
increasingly inspired by Russian-style influence activities, amplifying existing divisions. As an 

Figure 3 – Record low trust in US Supreme Court  

 
Source: Gallup.com. 

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2022/09/01/positive-views-of-supreme-court-decline-sharply-following-abortion-ruling/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/17/us/american-democracy-threats.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2018/628298/EPRS_ATA(2018)628298_EN.pdf
https://apnews.com/article/2022-midterm-elections-russia-ukraine-campaigns-presidential-ea913f2b3b818651a9db1327adaa330a
https://graphika.com/posts/same-schmitz-different-day
https://www.axios.com/2022/11/04/russian-disinfo-far-right-voters
https://www.fbi.gov/wanted/counterintelligence/yevgeniy-viktorovich-prigozhin/yevgeniy-vicktorovich-prigozhin3.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/russias-prigozhin-admits-interfering-us-elections-2022-11-07/
https://www.eipartnership.net/
https://twitter.com/EI_Partnership/status/1577008345071747073
https://apnews.com/article/2022-midterm-elections-russia-ukraine-campaigns-presidential-ea913f2b3b818651a9db1327adaa330a
https://news.gallup.com/poll/402044/supreme-court-trust-job-approval-historical-lows.aspx
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example, the FBI pointed to a recent Facebook shutdown of memes originating in China posted 
about President Joe Biden and Senator Marco Rubio (R-Florida).  

Domestic 'big lie' fall-out empowers autocrats  
With some domestic actors promoting the same narratives as foreign authoritarian actors about the 
alleged weaknesses of democracy and in particular of electoral systems, the lines between foreign 
and domestic information campaigns are increasingly blurred. At the same time, as mentioned 
above, experts have long warned that misleading domestic narratives about alleged election fraud 
will likely be used by authoritarian adversaries to 'prove' that democracy is not working. Moreover, 
Freedom House has warned that the federal government's response to foreign media influence 
remains incomplete. Efforts to set up a Disinformation Governance Board to coordinate the efforts 
of the Department for Homeland Security (DHS), including its Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA), the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and Customs and 
Border Protection, to monitor and counter disinformation coming from Russia, as well as misleading 
migration-related information, failed in May. This reflects the challenges to bipartisan solutions to 
domestic threats to democracy, including domestic disinformation.  

Who is influencing whom? The case of Ukraine  
Just after Russia's unprovoked invasion of Ukraine there was strong bipartisan unity in support of 
providing weapons and aid for Ukraine. However, ahead of the mid-terms, a growing number of 
voices, especially in the Republican Party and to a lesser extent among Democrats, have voiced 
reservations to continuing the current level of support for Ukraine. House Minority leader 
Kevin McCarthy (R-California) has said that Republicans will not issue a 'blank check' to Ukraine if the 
party gains control of the House.8 Senate Minority leader Mitch McConnell (Kentucky) contradicted 
McCarthy, calling for more support for Ukraine, adding that a Republican-controlled Senate will 
work to ensure 'timely delivery of needed weapons and greater allied assistance'.  

The Republican split over Ukraine follows a tendency among some far-right commentators, 
including Fox News host Tucker Carlson, to promote and repeat Kremlin talking points, such as the 
conspiracy theory that the US has set up bioweapon labs in Ukraine (which Moscow then argues 
must be destroyed). Russian state-sponsored media outlets like to quote Tucker Carlson, with the 
Kremlin urging them to use Carlson's broadcasts as much as possible. According to the Midterm 
Monitor, launched by the Alliance for Securing Democracy (ASD) at the German Marshall Fund US 
(GMFUS) and the Brennan Center for Justice, a number of Congressional candidates (including one 
Democrat) have repeated Kremlin talking points in the run-up to the election, sparking concern that 
such narratives could impact Congressional debate and decision making after the elections. 
Laura Thornton, Director of the ASD, says there is 'little doubt that some of these positions are the 
result of Russian influence operations'. Johns Hopkins University professor and expert on Russian 
information warfare, Thomas Rid, says: 'People are asking if the far right in the US is influencing 
Russia or if Russia is influencing the far right, but the truth is they are influencing each other'.  

First lessons for Europe and the European Parliament 
Reflecting the focus of the 2020 new EU-US agenda for global change (JOIN(2020) 22 final) on a 
'safer, more prosperous and more democratic world', the 15 June 2021 EU-US summit statement 
underlined the intention of the EU and the US – as an 'anchor for democracy' – to lead by example 
at home and 'partner in the Summit for Democracy', committing to tangible action to prevent 
democratic backsliding. Ahead of the second Summit for Democracy in early 2023, and with a 
number of important elections approaching, including the European Parliament elections in 2024 
(the same year as the next US presidential election), there is an increasing sense of urgency to 
strengthen democratic institutions, democratic processes and voters' trust in the democratic system 
both at home and abroad. The EU's strategic compass for security and defence, published in the 
immediate aftermath of Russia's unprovoked invasion of Ukraine, acknowledged the link between 

https://freedomhouse.org/article/best-antidote-beijings-authoritarian-influence-campaign-democracy-itself
https://www.npr.org/2022/05/21/1100438703/dhs-disinformation-board-nina-jankowicz
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-donald-trump-humanitarian-assistance-congress-c47a255738cd13576aa4d238ec076f4a
https://www.ft.com/content/62a637b2-04fd-4f16-a390-3c2a4ea7b34f
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2022/mar/14/kremlin-memos-russian-media-tucker-carlson-fox-news-mother-jones
https://midtermmonitor.org/
https://midtermmonitor.org/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2022/10/13/musk-carlson-trump-midterm-elections-russia-propaganda-war-ukraine-candidates/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2022/10/13/musk-carlson-trump-midterm-elections-russia-propaganda-war-ukraine-candidates/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/joint-communication-eu-us-agenda_en.pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/50758/eu-us-summit-joint-statement-15-june-final-final.pdf
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/package/european-elections-2024_23001
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/strategic_compass_en3_web.pdf
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democracy and security, underlining that the EU's broader hybrid toolbox needs to strengthen 'our 
democracies and EU and national electoral processes'.  

With the US as the most important, likeminded partner (including for advancing democracy in the 
world) threats to US democracy inevitably impact Europe and the rest of the world. Partisan 
contestation of the importance – even the very meaning – of democracy can hamper cooperation 
to advance and defend it. Against this backdrop, the new US Security Strategy, published on 
12 October 2022, recognised that autocrats are 'working  overtime to undermine democracy and 
export a model of governance marked by repression at home and coercion abroad', pledging that 
the US 'will continue to defend democracy around the world, even as we continue to do the work at 
home to better live up to the idea of America enshrined in our founding documents'. 

Brussels effect vs billionaire's effect? 
The question of the compatibility of economic interests and democratic values has long been a 
subject of transatlantic debate over the role of big tech. The anticipated 'Brussels effect' of the EU's 
tech regulation policies – including the Digital Services Act (DSA) that places extra obligations on 
(mostly US-owned) very large online platforms (VLOPs), including responsibility for quickly 
removing content that is illegal in the country where it appears – has not always been met with open 
arms in Washington and Silicon Valley. As the self-appointed 'chief twit' and the face of Twitter's 
content moderation, Elon Musk may exacerbate underlying disagreement. This comes amid calls 
from both sides of the aisle in the Congress to 'reign in big tech' by revising the US equivalent of the 
EU's Digital Services Package; section 230 and antitrust, but with the parties disagreeing on how. 
Whereas Musk has reportedly reassured Brussels that he will follow EU regulation on illegal and 
harmful speech, his Twitter deal could put the mutual goodwill between US big tech companies and 
the EU to the test.9  

A window for transatlantic parliamentary diplomacy?  
With Congress and the European Parliament gearing up for elections in 2024 at a time of polycrisis 
and growing pressure on democracy worldwide, close cooperation and coordination could not be 
more pressing. The prospect of an increasingly polarised Congress, where important decisions 
might be blocked, poses both challenges and opportunities for parliamentary diplomacy at a crucial 
time. On the one hand, increased attention to the importance of supporting democracy at home as 
well as abroad sharpens the focus on the parliamentary dimension and the need for parliamentary 
democracy partnerships, including in the context of the upcoming second Summit for Democracy 
in 2023. On the other hand, this places more responsibility on the shoulders of traditional flagships 
of democracy: they will likely be scrutinised increasingly closely by not only voters and likeminded 
partners, but also by hostile authoritarian actors who would seek to benefit from any perceived or 
real democratic dysfunction. Approval ratings for Congress are low; in a September 2022 Statista 
poll, only 23 % of respondents approved of the way Congress is handling its job, while 75 % 
disapproved.  

In the May 2022 Joint Statement of the 84th EU-US Inter-Parliamentary Meeting of the Transatlantic 
Legislators' Dialogue (TLD), which, among other issues, focused on deterrence of Russia and 
transatlantic cooperation in the fight against disinformation, Members of the European Parliament 
and the US House of Representatives condemned 'in the strongest possible terms the Kremlin's 
illegal, unprovoked and unjustifiable war of aggression against Ukraine'. They also underlined the 
need to further coordinate diplomatic and cooperation activities in third countries, including 
through 'our respective democracy support actions, to build more international support 
condemning the Kremlin's invasion and its breaches of international law'. The TLD also underlined 
its 'commitment to provide a platform for its members to discuss and scrutinise commitments, 
reforms and initiatives that defend and promote democracy, the rule of law and human rights and 
fight corruption and authoritarianism'. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Biden-Harris-Administrations-National-Security-Strategy-10.2022.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2021/689357/EPRS_BRI(2021)689357_EN.pdf
https://www.finance.senate.gov/chairmans-news/finance-committee-leaders-wyden-and-crapo-biden-administration-must-fight-back-against-discriminatory-digital-trade-policies
https://bipartisanpolicy.org/blog/republican-midterm-agenda-section-230/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/exclusive-elon-musk-reached-eu-130359920.html
https://www.ft.com/content/498398e7-11b1-494b-9cd3-6d669dc3de33
https://www.statista.com/statistics/207579/public-approval-rating-of-the-us-congress/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/248961/84th%20Transatlantic%20Legislators%20Dialogue%20-%20EU-US%20IPM%20-%20Joint%20Statement%20-%2022%20May%202022%20-%20SIGNED.pdf
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ENDNOTES 
1  A. de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, University of Chicago Press, 2000. 
2  Some research has shown that if one side of a social divide regards the political system as flawed or illegitimate, there 

is a greater chance that a leader who violates 'the norm of truth-telling' will be perceived as authentically appealing. 
See O. Hahl, M. Kim, and E. W. Zuckerman Sivan, The Authentic Appeal of the Lying Demagogue: Proclaiming the 
Deeper Truth about Political Illegitimacy, American Sociological Review, Volume 83, Issue 1, January 2018. 

3  The concern about the effect on foreign policy is not new: in a speech to be delivered on 22 November 1963 (the day 
he was assassinated), John F. Kennedy cautioned that 'Ignorance and misinformation can [...] if allowed to prevail in 
foreign policy, handicap this country's security.' See also J. Nussbaum, Undelivered: The Never-Heard Speeches That 
Would Have Rewritten History, Macmillan, 2022. 

4  J. Kavanagh, M. D. Rich, Truth Decay: An Initial Exploration of the Diminishing Role of Facts and Analysis in American 
Public Life, Rand Corporation, 2018. 

5  The Carnegie Endowment for Democracy notes that, since the end of the Cold War, 'most democratic failure globally 
has been caused by elected governments using legal methods, such as gerrymandering and technical rule changes'. 

6  Controversies over the teaching of 'critical race theory', for example, or over whether books about LGBTQ issues 
should be banned from school libraries, are a part of the ongoing 'culture war', described as 'a conflict which 
constitutes nothing short of a struggle over the meaning of America'. 

7  Following the attack on Paul Pelosi, the USCP stated that 'today's political climate calls for more resources to provide 
additional layers of physical security for Members of Congress'. 

8  On 4 November 2022, Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Georgia) expressed an even more radical viewpoint on Ukraine. 
Speaking about Democrats at a Trump rally in Iowa, she said: 'The only border they care about is Ukraine, not 
America's southern border', adding that 'Under Republicans, not another penny will go to Ukraine. Our country 
comes first. They don't care about our border or our people.' 

9  Replying to Musk's 'the bird is freed' tweet, Thierry Breton, European Commissioner for the Internal Market, 
cautioned: 'In Europe, the bird will fly by our EU rules'. European Commission Vice President responsible for 
Competition, Margrethe Vestager, warned that, if tech companies fail to abide by the EU's legislation, the EU can 
impose fines of up to 6 % of annual worldwide revenue. 
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